DustPedia: the relationships between stars, gas, and dust for galaxies residing in different environments
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ABSTRACT

We use a sub-set of the DustPedia galaxy sample (461 galaxies) to investigate the effect the environment has on galaxies. We consider Virgo cluster and field samples and also assign a density contrast parameter to each galaxy, as defined by the local density of SDSS galaxies. We consider their chemical evolution (using M_Dust/M_Baryon and M_Gas/M_Baryon), their specific star formation rate (SFR/M_Dust), star formation efficiency (SFR/M_Gas), stars-to-dust mass ratio (M_Sun/M_Dust), gas-to-dust mass ratio (M_Gas/M_Dust) and the relationship between star formation rate per unit mass of dust and dust temperature (SFR/M_Dust and T_Dust). Late type galaxies (later than Sc) in all of the environments can be modelled using simple closed box chemical evolution and a simple star formation history (SFR(t) ∝ t^α exp(−t/τ)). For earlier type galaxies the physical mechanisms that give rise to their properties are clearly much more varied and require a more complicated model (mergers, gas in or outflow). However, we find little or no difference in the properties of galaxies of the same morphological type within the cluster, field or with different density contrasts. It appears that it is morphology, how and whenever this is laid down, and consistent internal physical processes that primarily determine the derived properties of galaxies in the DustPedia sample and not processes related to differences in the local environment.
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1. Introduction

The hierarchical structure formation model predicts that dark matter from the primordial density field collapses into virialised haloes, which then provide the gravitational potential wells for the infall of baryons and subsequently the formation of galaxies (White & Rees 1978).

As galaxies age they are expected to interact with their environment through their ability to grow by utilising infalling gas and from the consumption of other galaxies that merge with them (Springel et al. 2005). Thus, according to this model, just what a galaxy is today should to some extent be a reflection of the environment it continually finds itself within, which provides resources for its future development. In support of this scenario numerical simulations indicate that the environment can have quite a large influence on the physical properties of galaxies (De Lucia et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2018).

Probably the most clearly defined relationship between environment and a galaxy’s physical properties is that related to its morphology (E, Sa, Sb etc.). Oemler (1974) reported the increased fraction of early type galaxies in clusters. This was then further described by Dressler (1980), who showed how the morphological mix of galaxies in clusters relates to the local galaxy density – higher densities leading to a larger fraction of early types. Both of these works relied on observations and comparisons of galaxies in clusters compared to those in the general field.

Since then much more evidence has accumulated to firmly establish that many global physical parameters of galaxy populations, for example, stellar mass, galaxy colour, star formation rate (SFR) and gas content also strongly depend on environment (Ostriker & Tremaine 1975; Dressler 1980; Giovanelli & Haynes 1985; Kodama et al. 2001; Gavazzi et al. 2002; Kauffmann et al. 2004; Casasola et al. 2004; Baldré et al. 2006; Fumagalli et al. 2009; Peng et al. 2010). However, understanding whether this is an ongoing environmental effect as galaxies evolve is confused by the galaxy morphology density relation. In denser environments (for example clusters) there are many more quiescent “early” type...
The galaxy population is clearly evolving with there being many less massive galaxies at high redshift and an apparent lack of the Hubble sequence beyond a redshift of 2 (Conselice et al. 2005; Buitrago et al. 2013). However, it is still not known whether morphology once obtained is fixed over a long period of time or whether morphological transformation occurs, and if so how many changes in morphology may occur (Conselice 2014). van der Kruit & Freeman (2011) point out that galaxies of the same luminosity (and many other similarities, they compare the LMC with M33) can have very different morphologies and use this to support the idea of morphological transformation.

A major difficulty in trying to understand this issue is that there is no definitive model of how morphology itself arises (Boselli & Gavazzi 2006; Wel et al. 2010) or why the morphology density relation exists (see discussion in Weinmann et al. 2006). It has been plausibly suggested that morphology may have its origin in some combination of merger history and angular momentum (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2016; Cortese et al. 2016), mergers being invoked as the explanation of both spheroidal structure and morphological transformation between different types. However, recent observations and numerical simulations have shown that spheroidal structures can grow in isolation as stars form in situ removing the necessity of mergers (Saales et al. 2012; Lofthouse et al. 2017; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2017).

Morphology appears to be linked to other galaxy properties. For example more massive galaxies tend to be more spheroidal and star forming galaxies tend to have more prominent discs (Gadotti 2009; Whitaker 2015). Probably related to this is the high abundance of generally spheroidal red and/or gas deficient galaxies in higher density environments, particularly galaxy clusters (Visvanathan & Sandage 1977; Giovanelli & Haynes 1985) and the bimodality of the SFR. This bimodality leads to a clear distinction between galaxies that are actively star forming and those that are “quenched” and their corresponding disc or spheroidal structure (Strateva 2001; Blanton et al. 2005). These two populations are clearly evolving as the relative numbers of quenched galaxies has increased since a redshift of one (Tomczak et al. 2014).

With regard to the SFR of cluster galaxies compared to the field, the situation is a little less clear. There is evidence for the suppression of star formation in clusters when compared to the field, even when the morphological mix is taken into account (Kennicutt 1983; Dressler et al. 1985; Bamford et al. 2009). On the other hand the interaction of late type galaxies with the cluster environment may lead to enhanced star formation (Kennicutt et al. 1984; Moss & Whittle 1993). Willett et al. (2015) found no difference in the SFR stellar mass relation for star forming galaxies of different morphological types suggesting that galaxies are strongly self-regulated (see also Bait et al. 2017).

Although the cluster morphology density relation is clearly well defined (Dressler 1980), the situation is far less clear outside of galaxy clusters (Kauffmann et al. 2004). Although there is good evidence that galaxy properties, such as the mean SFR, depend on the local galaxy density (Gomez et al. 2003; Malavasi et al. 2017; Kuutma et al. 2017), it is not clear how much of this depends on the local morphological mix. So, again this begs the question whether it is the environment affecting the mean SFR of galaxies or whether it is the result of the predetermined morphological mix of the galaxies. Thus, we might question whether there really is a strong on-going environmental effect on galaxy physical parameters or whether what is observed is more closely related to some pre-defined morphological mix of the galaxies.

Many environmentally dependent mechanisms for potentially altering the properties of galaxies have been proposed. As well as a complex merger history (Conselice et al. 2003; Smethurst et al. 2015), these also include interactions that remove or restrict the supply of gas, such as ram pressure stripping, “strangulation” and “starvation” (Poggianti et al. 2017; Weinmann et al. 2009). There are also gravitational processes that disrupt and possibly strip stars and gas from galaxies and more subtle gravitational interactions like harassment (Moore et al. 1996). All of these are expected to be ongoing as a galaxy evolves, but it is not clear how influential they might be or whether they are actually secondary effects, with the real defining parameters being what happens at the very start, when a galaxy begins to form.

In support of this latter suggestion there are other observations that have indicated that the environment is having very little effect on the observed properties of galaxies. For example, Park et al. (2007) essentially say that all of the above possible environmental effects are ineffective. From a large sample of SDSS galaxies they conclude that if a galaxy’s luminosity and morphology are fixed then all other properties such as colour, colour gradient, concentration, size, velocity dispersion, and SFR are essentially independent of environment. The important implication of this is that luminosity and morphology are pretty much fixed at the start, and then all else follows on. The luminosity may play an important role as Robotham et al. (2014) suggest that the characteristic absolute magnitude ($M_\star \approx -20.0$ in the $g$ band, $\approx 10^{10} M_\odot$) may be the dividing line between those galaxies that grow via in-situ star formation ($M_\star > -20.0$) and those that have predominately grown through mergers ($M_\star < -20.0$).

In this paper we particularly consider a well observed sample of local (within 3000 km s$^{-1}$) galaxies taken from the DustPedia database (Davies et al. 2017). These are all nearby galaxies that have been observed as part of various Herschel Space Observatory programmes and so have many imaging observations across the spectral energy distribution (SED) from the ultra-violet to the far-infrared. The DustPedia sample probes a range of baryonic mass densities – containing galaxies that reside in the “field” and in the $\approx 100$ times denser Virgo cluster (Davies et al. 2014) thus enabling us to consider environmental influences.

In what follows we will first of all define the galaxy sample to be used, which has its origins in legacy data from the Herschel Space Observatory data archive (Sect. 1). Then we will write down how we calculate SFRs, stellar, gas and dust masses, and dust temperatures (Sect. 3). In Sect. 4 we will consider environmental effects firstly as a function of whether the galaxy belongs to the Virgo cluster or not and secondly via a calculated local galaxy density. Finally we will look at how, if at all chemical evolution (using $M_{\text{Dust}}/M_{\text{Baryon}}$ and $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Baryon}}$), specific star formation rate ($\frac{\text{SFR}}{M_{\text{Gas}}}$), star formation efficiency (SFR/$M_{\text{Gas}}$), stars to dust mass ratio ($M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$), gas to dust mass ratio ($M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$) and the relationship between SFR per unit mass of dust and dust temperature (SFR/$M_{\text{Dust}}$ and $T_{\text{Dust}}$) have been affected by the local environment. Where necessary we will use a cosmological model where $H_0 = 67.8$ km s$^{-1}$ Mpc$^{-1}$ and $\Omega_M = 0.31$ (Ade et al. 2016).

\footnote{We note that with our data we are only able to compare the field with one cluster (Virgo), which is not as rich or evolved as some clusters and so the environmental effects we are looking to identify may not be as obvious when compared to other richer clusters.}
2. The data

The data used here is taken from the DustPedia database\(^3\). DustPedia is a collaborative focused research project supported by European Union Grant 606847 awarded under the FP7 call. Further information can be found at www.dustpedia.com\(^5\).

DustPedia is an European Union funded project\(^4\) to exploit the legacy value of the Herschel Science Archive (HSA)\(^5\). Full details of the DustPedia project i.e. the data used, the models developed and the science objectives, can be found in Davies et al. (2017). Additional details of the ancillary data used, the photometry and flux extraction methods can be found in Clark et al. (2018).

In summary the DustPedia sample consists of all galaxies observed by Herschel that lie at recessional velocities of \(<3000\) km s\(^{-1}\), with optical diameters \(>1\) arcmin and a WISE\(^6\) \(3.4\) \(\mu\)m signal-to-noise ratio \(>5\). The velocity restriction means that we include galaxies that are “local” yet still reside in different environments. For example this selection includes the Virgo and Fornax clusters and galaxies in the super-galactic plane that consists of the Virgo southern extension and connecting galaxies from Virgo to the less rich Ursa Major cluster (see Fig. 1 in Davies et al. 2017). The total sample consists of 875 galaxies excluding the four very large angular sized galaxies M31, M33, LMC and SMC. The sample contains galaxies with a wide range of morphological types (T) with a rather flat distribution of galaxy numbers across the range of T types (see Table 3 and Fig. 2 in Davies et al. 2017).

Herschel imaging data (70–500 \(\mu\)m) obtained using PACS (Poglitsch 2010) and SPIRE (Griffin et al. 2010) have been extracted from the Herschel Science Archive and reduced in a uniform manner and calibrated using the HIPE v13 software\(^7\) (Davies et al. 2017; Clark et al. 2018). This provides data at typically five points across the far infrared SED (70–500 \(\mu\)m).

Along with the far infrared data we have assembled a large amount of ancillary data ranging from the ultra-violet (GALEX)\(^8\), through the optical (SDSS)\(^9\) to the near (2MASS)\(^10\) and mid-infrared (WISE)\(^11\). For some of the brighter galaxies the data is extended into the sub-mm/mm range (Planck)\(^12\). In total the DustPedia database is able to provide photometry in up to 41 bands.

Using the database images, we have performed aperture-matched multi-wavelength photometry for all sources. This suit of routines is a development of the CAAPR photometry pipeline used in Clark et al. (2015) and De Vis et al. (2017), it is described in full in Clark et al. (2018). The full photometric data in all available bands can be obtained from the DustPedia database.

Where galaxy distances are required we have used wherever possible velocity independent measures taken firstly from the HyperleDa\(^13\) database or if not available from there then from NED\(^14\). If neither HyperLEDA nor NED redshift-independent distances are available for a source, we use the flow-corrected redshift-derived values provided by NED; these
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\(^{3}\) http://dustpedia.astro.noa.gr/

\(^{4}\) DustPedia is a collaborative focused research project supported by European Union Grant 606847 awarded under the FP7 call. Further information can be found at www.dustpedia.com.

\(^{5}\) http://archives.esac.esa.int/hsa/aio/doc/


\(^{7}\) HIPEv13 was the then current release of the Herschel Interactive Processing Environment (Ott, 2010): http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/hipe-download

\(^{8}\) Galaxy Evolution Explorer, https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/galex/


\(^{10}\) 2 Micron All Sky Survey, http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/

\(^{11}\) The Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer, http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/

\(^{12}\) https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/planck

\(^{13}\) http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/

\(^{14}\) http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
the SDSS footprint (120 galaxies) and we have also obtained additional data from the SDSS. To this end in this paper we only consider a sub-sample of 461 galaxies, which can then also be split into subsamples of different morphological types (see Table 1).

Table 1. Numbers of different morphological types of DustPedia galaxies that fall within the SDSS footprint and have sufficient information to derive, stellar mass, gas mass, SFR, SF history, dust mass and temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>T-type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N_{Field}</th>
<th>N_{Virgo}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/S0</td>
<td>$T &lt; 0.0$</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa/Sb</td>
<td>$0.0 \leq T \leq 3.0$</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc/Sd</td>
<td>$3.0 &lt; T \leq 6.0$</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm/Ir</td>
<td>$T &gt; 6.0$</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. $N$ is the number of galaxies of each morphological type ($N_{Field}$, $N_{Virgo}$ respectively for those inside and outside of the Virgo cluster).

distances are calculated assuming a Hubble constant of $H_0 = 73.24 \text{ km s}^{-1} \text{ Mpc}^{-1}$ (Riess et al. 2016; Clark et al. 2018).

As a means of quantifying the local environment of DustPedia galaxies (see Sect. 4.2 below) we have also obtained additional data from the SDSS. This is done here in this paper we only consider a sub-set of DustPedia galaxies that overlaps with the SDSS footprint ($120.0 \leq RA (J2000) \leq 240.0$, $0.0 \leq Dec (J2000) \leq 60.0$). In addition we also require that the SED of each galaxy can be successfully fitted by the CIGALE SED fitting package and that an atomic hydrogen mass is also available (see below). This reduces the DustPedia sample used here to a sub-sample of 461 galaxies, which can then also be split into subsamples of different morphological types (see Table 1).

There are 4618 SDSS galaxies with redshifts contained within approximately the same volume as the DustPedia subset. We have selected these to have redshifts between $z = -0.003 (v = -1000 \text{ km s}^{-1})$ and $z = 0.0117 (v = 3500 \text{ km s}^{-1})$ – some galaxies in our sample have negative velocities and 3500 km s$^{-1}$ is used as some DustPedia galaxies may have companions at slightly higher velocities than the DustPedia survey limit of 3000 km s$^{-1}$. The median $g$ band apparent and absolute magnitude of the DustPedia galaxies are 12.7 and $-18.9$ respectively. This compares with the median $g$ band apparent and absolute magnitudes of the SDSS galaxies of 16.6 and $-15.6$ respectively, enabling us to identify fainter companions to our DustPedia sample galaxies. How we use the SDSS data in conjunction with the DustPedia data is explained in Sect. 4.2 below.

Figure 1 shows both the spatial distribution of the DustPedia (split by morphological type) and SDSS sub-samples. Clearly the Virgo cluster is a prominent feature in our data and has been marked by the ellipse (virial radius of 5.655, McLaughlin 1999) shown on Fig. 1. As described below we will also consider a Virgo cluster sample selected from within the cluster virial radius (143 galaxies) compared with a field sample consisting of those outside the cluster virial radius (318 galaxies).

Many of the conclusions and relations we can infer from our data could be biased by the rather ill-defined selection criteria we have used – the most significant (unquantifiable) criteria being that they were all observed as part of the many and varied projects carried out by the Herschel Space Observatory. KS tests comparing the distributions of our derived parameters, $M_{\text{Star}}$, $M_{\text{Dust}}$, SFR and $T_{\text{Dust}}$, for Virgo and the field, indicate that they are drawn from different underlying distributions or that the selection criteria have biased the samples in different ways. It is impossible to decide on real differences or observational selection. As such here our intention is not to compare distributions of galaxy properties, i.e. relative numbers of a given mass, temperature or SFR, but to assume that each sample as a whole, Virgo and field, is “representative” of the underlying population, our sample being a random representation of the nature of the galaxies in the two environments.

### 3. Parameters derived from the data

We have used the results from the SED fitting package CIGALE (Boquien et al. 2019) to derive stellar mass ($M_{\text{Star}}$), dust mass ($M_{\text{Dust}}$), dust temperature ($T_{\text{Dust}}$) and SFR for each of our sample galaxies. A full description of how we have initiated, run, tested and compared the output from CIGALE is given in Nersesian et al. (2019).

Very briefly, CIGALE is a software package that allows the user to create galaxy SEDs while taking into account the balance between the energy absorbed by dust in the UV-optical and then re-emitted in the infrared (Roehlly et al. 2014; Boquien et al. 2019). As part of the SED fitting we assume a SF history (Ciesla et al. 2016) along with the stellar emission from the stellar population models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003), a Salpeter initial mass function and solar metallicity. The dust extinction law used is a modified version of the standard starburst-like dust attenuation described by Calzetti et al. (2000), while for the infrared dust emission we have used our own (produced as part of the DustPedia project) dust grain model, called THEMIS (Jones et al. 2017). Using a Bayesian analysis CIGALE fits the available photometric data for each galaxy to derive $M_{\text{Star}}$, $M_{\text{Dust}}$ and a SFR. $T_{\text{Dust}}$ is derived from the mean intensity of the star light (Nersesian et al. 2019). AGN have not been excluded from our data, their possible and mainly small influence on the parameters we derive is discussed in Bianchi et al. (2018) and will only affect 2–3% of the galaxies in the DustPedia sample.

We have also used the compilation of atomic gas masses from De Vis et al. (2018) to obtain values for the total gas mass of our sample galaxies. To convert from atomic mass to total gas mass (including molecular hydrogen and helium) we follow De Vis et al. (2018), who use the relation:

$$M_{\text{Gas}} = 1.32 M_{\text{HI}} (1 + 0.17 (M_{\text{HI}}/M_{\text{Star}})^{-0.72})$$

15 See also: http://www.ias.u-psud.fr/Themis/
4. Galaxy properties within different environments

We will firstly compare the measured properties of those galaxies that reside inside “Virgo” with those outside of the cluster virial radius (the “field”). Secondly, we will do a similar analysis, but for galaxies that reside in different environments as defined by the local density of SDSS galaxies.

4.1. A comparison between those galaxies in the Virgo cluster and those in the field

4.1.1. Spectral energy distributions

In Fig. 2 we compare the mean SEDs of galaxies of different morphological types (normalised at 12 μm). As expected there is a marked difference between the optical and far infrared outputs of the generally low dust mass early types (E/S0) and the later types. The latest types (Sm/Irr) have an up-turn in their emission in the blue/UV region again as expected given that they are generally active star formers, but also indicating that a significant fraction of their ultra-violet radiation escapes the dust. However, what is most interesting is the close similarity of the spectra for galaxies of the same morphology that reside within and outside of the Virgo cluster. In most cases the data for the two environments sit virtually on top of each other and there is no evidence that the SEDs of galaxies of the same morphology have been altered by the local environment. There are two small exceptions to this that we highlight, even though within the derived errors on the SEDs they are not strongly significant.

Firstly, early (E/S0) field galaxies seem to produce less FIR radiation than those in the cluster even though their optical outputs are pretty much the same – it is not clear why this might be so. We will show below that cluster early types also have marginally hotter dust than those in the field, a plausible addition to the heating source for the cluster early types may come from marginally hotter dust than those in the field, a plausible addition to the heating source for the cluster early types. Edm. & Eales (1998) show that the fractional maximum dust mass (Mdust,max) at a given gas fraction (f) is given by:

\[
\Delta_{\text{max},f} = \eta \phi f \ln(1/f) \]

where η is the fraction of the interstellar metals in dust and ϕ is the stellar yield of heavy elements, f is the fraction of the baryonic mass that remains in the gas. The model prediction is illustrated on Fig. 3 by the black line. This is a single unified model and so does not distinguish between different evolutionary paths for galaxies of different morphologies. By comparing galaxies of different morphologies we are assuming that they are linked in their evolution only through changes in their gas fractions and so, for example, galaxies with low gas fractions were once the same as galaxies at a higher gas fraction in an earlier life.

Looking at Fig. 3 this seems to be a reasonable interpretation of the data. There is a systematic progression from high to low gas fractions as morphology changes from late to early along with predictable changes in the fraction of baryonic mass in the dust. In this context we can interpret the large range in dust mass fraction for early types as being a consequence of the predicted steep fall in dust mass as a galaxy exhausts its gas. This simple chemical evolution model – Virgo dotted, field dashed line. The red line is the predicted maximum fractional dust mass for a dust-to-metals ratio of η = 0.5 and a stellar yield of p = 0.01.

4.1.2. Chemical evolution

One of the most fundamental models of how a galaxy may evolve concerns its chemical evolution i.e. given that a galaxy starts its life as a cloud of gas and finishes it as a collection of stellar remnants, what should we observe at various times as this process proceeds?

Within the bounds of a simple closed box chemical evolution model, Edmunds & Eales (1998) show that the fractional maximum dust mass (\(\Delta_{\text{max},f}\)) at a given gas fraction (f) is given by:

\[
\Delta_{\text{max},f} = \eta \phi f \ln(1/f) \]

where η is the fraction of the interstellar metals in dust and ϕ is the stellar yield of heavy elements, f is the fraction of the baryonic mass that remains in the gas. The model prediction is illustrated on Fig. 3 by the black line. This is a single unified model and so does not distinguish between different evolutionary paths for galaxies of different morphologies. By comparing galaxies of different morphologies we are assuming that they are linked in their evolution only through changes in their gas fractions and so, for example, galaxies with low gas fractions were once the same as galaxies at a higher gas fraction in an earlier life.

Looking at Fig. 3 this seems to be a reasonable interpretation of the data. There is a systematic progression from high to low gas fractions as morphology changes from late to early along with predictable changes in the fraction of baryonic mass in the dust. In this context we can interpret the large range in dust mass fraction for early types as being a consequence of the predicted steep fall in dust mass as a galaxy exhausts its gas. This simple chemical evolution model also provides us with a normalisation and hence a consideration of the product \(\eta \phi\) (see below). However, we note that in detail the Edmunds & Eales (1998) model does not provide a good fit at the earliest and latest stages of evolution. For example De Vis et al. (2018) show that at gas fractions below 0.15, the model overestimates the dust-to-baryon ratio by an order of magnitude. More detailed models with gas outflows and dust growth in the inter-stellar medium are explored in De Vis et al. (2018).

Considering this simple chemical evolution model we might hypothesise that the known gas depletion of Virgo galaxies,

---

16 Note that the error bars on individual points for this UV/blue “excess” are quite large, but it is a consistent trend over 5–6 data points.
when compared to galaxies in the field of the same morphological type (Giovanelli & Haynes 1985), is not due to gas stripping, but just that they are further along their evolutionary path. The measured gas depletion for late type galaxies (Sc/Sd, Sm, Irr) in the cluster compared to the field – median values of $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Baryon}}$ are 0.43 ± 0.02 and 0.28 ± 0.03 for field and cluster respectively – shows that the same depletion effect is present in our sample.

To see if there are differences in the chemical evolution of galaxies in the cluster and field, as there might be if, for example, cluster galaxies preferentially lose gas, we have fitted the maximum dust mass function ($\Delta \text{max}M_f$) to the data. This is only a normalisation, as the shape of the curve is fixed. Using a non-linear least squares fit to the function we find almost identical normalisations for both the field and cluster (black dotted and dashed lines, Fig. 3).

The above normalisation gives a value for the product $\eta p$. We obtain values of $\eta p = 2.0 \pm 0.1 \times 10^{-3}$ and $1.9 \pm 0.1 \times 10^{-3}$ for field and cluster respectively. Edmunds & Eales (1998) originally gave values of $\eta = 0.5$ and $p = 0.01$, which leads to the maximum value of $M_{\text{Dust}}/M_{\text{Baryon}}$ indicated by the red line on Fig. 3 and a value of $\eta p = 5.0 \times 10^{-3}$, somewhat larger than the value we measure. Recently De Vis et al. (2018) have used the DustPedia sample to measure a smaller value of $\eta = 0.283$. This gives a value of $\eta p = 2.83 \times 10^{-3}$ if $p = 0.01$, closer to the value we measure. Using our value for the product $\eta p = 2.0 \times 10^{-3}$ and the De Vis et al. (2018) value for $\eta = 0.283$ leads to a value of $p = 7.1 \times 10^{-3}$ consistent with the range of values measured by Davies et al. (2014) – $p = 3.0 – 12.0 \times 10^{-3}$ depending on morphological type.

Edmunds (1990) define an effective yield ($p_{\text{eff}} = -17f\eta$, where $z$ is the metallicity), which is the derived yield irrespective of whether there are inflows or out flows of gas. This extends the usefulness of the chemical evolution model to situations other than just closed box evolution. That we measure an almost identical value of $\eta p$ for field and cluster galaxies indicates, unless there is some conspiracy between $\eta$ and $p$, that $p \equiv p_{\text{eff}}$ is not changing between field and cluster. $p_{\text{eff}}$ is expected to change if the chemical evolution is being affected by, for example gas stripping (lower values of $p_{\text{eff}}$ in the cluster environment). There is no evidence that the chemical evolution of galaxies in the cluster and field is any different, even though Virgo galaxies are currently depleted in gas compared to the field.

4.1.3. The specific star formation rate

A missing ingredient from the chemical evolution model is one that links a galaxy’s properties to the way in which it is forming stars. In Fig. 4 we have plotted the specific SFR (SSFR, i.e. SFR per unit stellar mass) against the stellar mass for two samples of galaxies. The “star forming” galaxies (types later than Sa) in both Virgo and the field fall predominantly on what is often described as a “main sequence” and clearly this is an almost identical line for both field and cluster galaxies (Fig. 4, blue dashed and dot-dashed lines respectively). Both Peng et al. (2010) and Calvi et al. (2018) have previously noted that SFR and SSFR as a function of stellar mass does not vary with environment. From Fig. 4 it is also clear that our main sequence is almost identical to that defined by the previous work of Schiminovich et al. (2007), using a large sample of SDSS galaxies (as shown by the thick blue line on Fig. 4).

Interestingly the early type galaxies (E/S0) in our Virgo sample also seem to reside on a well defined “(main) sequence” but with lower (two orders of magnitude) values of SSFR than that of the later types. The cluster in particular seems to have well defined star forming and quiescent sequences and a few predominantly Sa/Sb galaxies occupying the “green valley” between the two. It has previously been proposed that there is an evolutionary link between the two sequences due to the gradual consumption or loss of gas, which depresses star formation (Dunne et al. 2011; Genzel et al. 2015; Scoville et al. 2016). Most of the Virgo early types reside below the loci of “non-star forming galaxies” as defined by Schiminovich et al. (2007), but in their paper they caution the reader that unlike the star forming sequence, in this part of the diagram their line is best taken as an upper limit. This is because it remains extremely difficult to probe star formation at these levels.

While the Virgo cluster data seems to conform to the idea of two sequences with evolution between them, as described above, this is not so clear-cut for the field data (Fig. 4, bottom). Eales et al. (2017) have previously suggested that Fig. 4 actually shows a single sequence of morphological type, roughly from top left to bottom right as shown on Fig. 4 by the solid black
Table 2. Mean time to form the current mass of stars at the current SFR (SSFR$^{-1}$) for different morphological types both within the Virgo cluster and in the field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$-\log(\langle\text{SSFR}\rangle)_{\text{Field}}$</th>
<th>$-\log(\langle\text{SSFR}\rangle)_{\text{Virgo}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/S0</td>
<td>$11.8 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>$12.5 \pm 0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa/Sb</td>
<td>$11.0 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>$11.2 \pm 0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc/Sd</td>
<td>$10.1 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>$10.2 \pm 0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm/Irr</td>
<td>$9.8 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>$10.0 \pm 0.1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SSFR (Fig. 4) relates the current SFR to the resultant sum of star formation over cosmic time. As might be expected the position of the main sequence changes with cosmic time and so this is a measure of the growth of stellar mass (Daddi et al. 2007). As already noted Fig. 4 also provides an insight into a possible evolutionary path for galaxies, progressing from the “main sequence” through the “green valley” and into the “non-star forming” region. If correct then this process must also be linked to changes in morphology (Fig. 4). Thus this again, as in the chemical evolution model, implies a common evolutionary pathway and a process of changing morphology as a galaxy evolves.

How the SSFR might be expected to change with time can be characterised by a model of the SF history. For example within the CIGALE SED fitting package the SF history is parameterised using the expression $\text{SFR}(t) \propto t \exp(-t/\tau)$, where $\text{SFR}(t)$ is the SFR at time $t$ and the scale factor $\tau$ governs the rate at which SS declines and the point at which it peaks. Assuming this form for the SF history and that we again have closed box evolution (in this case that $M_{\text{Baryon}} = M_{\text{Stars}} + M_{\text{Gas}}$, which ignores the small contribution of metals in the dust and gas), this model predicts constant SSFR for galaxies that have the same value of $\tau$ and the ratio $t/\tau$ and does not depend on stellar mass. The actual relation is

$$\log\frac{\text{SFR}}{M_{\text{Stars}}} = -\log \tau + \log \left(\frac{1.0}{\tau \exp(t/\tau - 1.0)} - 1.0\right). \tag{1}$$

The observed “main sequence” (Fig. 4) actually has a shallow slope and so is not quite a line of constant SSFR. Within the bounds of this very simple SF history model (there is no “physics” of star formation in it) the position of the galaxies in Fig. 4 is purely a consequence of their SF history (defined by $t$ and $\tau$). We will explore this further once we have considered the other substantial baryonic component, the gas mass.

17 Derived values of $t$ and $\tau$ from CIGALE are discussed in more detail in Nersesian et al. (2019).
18 The SFR is given by $\text{SFR}(t) \propto t \exp(-t/\tau)$ as stated above and $M_{\text{Stars}}$ is the integral of the SFR from time $=0$ until time $=t$.
19 In some ways this is reminiscent of the main sequence of stars, which is not quite a line followed by a perfect blackbody.

Figure 4 also indicates that there is little or no difference between the SSFR and stellar masses of cluster and field galaxies. To quantify this further in Table 2 we give the mean values of SSFR$^{-1}$ (the time to form the current mass of stars at the current SFR). SSFR$^{-1}$ is essentially the same for the cluster and the field with the exception of the early type galaxies. On average Virgo cluster early type galaxies (E/S0) have lower values of SSFR than those in the field, but we need to be a little cautious with this interpretation. On average the Virgo early types are “earlier” than those in the field, while for the other morphological types there is no discernible difference in type between those in the cluster and field (Table 3).

4.1.4. The star formation efficiency

A possibly more interesting and physically relevant quantity than the SSFR, is the SFR normalised by the gas rather than stellar mass (the SFR per unit mass of gas, the SF efficiency or SFE). At first sight this is a measure of how efficiently stars are being produced from the gas at the current time and so may relate more directly to the physics of the star formation process. Here it is of interest because potentially the environment could affect how efficiently stars form. For example by providing additional gravitational interactions that enhance gas collapse into stars, provide additional gas for infall or strip gas such that there is a different relationship between the current SFE and the availability of gas.

In Fig. 5 we plot the SFE against the gas fraction. Clearly the efficiency of star formation varies with the availability of gas and also may take some time to “ramp up” once SF has begun and “ramp down” once star formation is in decline. Looking at the data in Fig. 5 there is certainly the possibility of a peak in the data, which we have tried to quantify by fitting a second order polynomial to the data for types later than Sa (there is quite a lot of scatter in the data for galaxies earlier than this, Fig. 5). The fitted line (black lines on Fig. 5) are almost identical for field and cluster galaxies again indicating common internal physics governing the SF process. Interestingly the SFE seems to peak at a gas fraction of $f \approx 0.25$ for field and cluster galaxies i.e. when about 75% of the gas has been consumed. Note that according to the chemical evolution model the maximum dust fraction occurs for $f = 0.37$ i.e. when $\Delta_{\text{max}}/f = \eta f \ln(1/f)$ has its maximum value.

That our prediction for the SFE is not constant is a natural consequence of the analytic expression previously used to define the SF history of a galaxy – it does not explicitly relate to physical processes in the interstellar medium. It is straightforward to show that galaxies should lie on a straight line of slope $-1$ on Fig. 5 if they have the same “combination” of $t$ and $\tau$; for example if they started to form stars at the same time and with the same scale factor. In this case the SFE depends on when we observe the galaxy in relation to when it started forming stars. It is clearly possible that the SF galaxies (Sc/Sd and Sm/Irr) lie on

Table 3. Mean morphological types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$&lt;T_{\text{Field}}&gt;$</th>
<th>$&lt;T_{\text{Virgo}}&gt;$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/S0</td>
<td>$-1.9 \pm 0.2$</td>
<td>$-2.6 \pm 0.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa/Sb</td>
<td>$1.6 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>$1.7 \pm 0.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc/Sd</td>
<td>$4.6 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>$4.9 \pm 0.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm/Irr</td>
<td>$8.0 \pm 0.2$</td>
<td>$7.9 \pm 0.3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
such a line (blue lines, Fig. 5) and so have common SF histories. Below we will derive a value for \( t \) and \( \tau \) for these star forming galaxies.

Combining the SF history with the closed box model leads to two interpretations of the SFE. Firstly, it is a measure of how efficiently gas is currently being converted into stars and so is directly related to physics in the ISM. Secondly, it relates to the timescale of star formation (\( \tau \)) and at what time (\( t \)) after star formation has begun that we observe the galaxy. The second interpretation probably also relates to physics in the ISM, but in a less direct way via the processes that drive the SF history.

The linear fits for the later types are almost identical for cluster and field galaxies (blue dotted and Field (dashed) for the Virgo cluster (top) and the field (bottom). The black curved lines are second order polynomial fits to the late types, in this case later than Sa, again Virgo (dotted) and Field (dashed).

Fig. 5. Star formation efficiency (SFR/\( M_{\text{gas}} \)) versus the gas fraction (\( M_{\text{gas}}/M_{\text{baryon}} \)) for galaxies of different morphological types and both within the Virgo cluster (top) and the field (bottom). The blue and red lines are linear fits of slope \(-1\) to the late (Sc/Sd and Sm/Irr) and early (E/S0) type galaxies for Virgo (dotted) and Field (dashed) respectively. The black curved lines are second order polynomial fits to the late types, in this case later than Sa, again Virgo (dotted) and Field (dashed).

Table 4. Mean time to consume the gas at the current SFR for different morphological types both within the Virgo cluster and in the field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>(-\log(&lt;\text{SFE}&gt;)_\text{field})</th>
<th>(-\log(&lt;\text{SFE}&gt;)_\text{Virgo})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/S0</td>
<td>10.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>11.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa/Sb</td>
<td>10.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>10.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc/Sd</td>
<td>9.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>9.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm/Irr</td>
<td>9.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>9.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, the current SFE of a galaxy is far from constant, but varies with the gas fraction and hence systematically with morphology. We find little or no difference in the relationship between SFE and gas fraction for galaxies in the field and in the cluster, indicating very little interference in the SF process by the environment. In a similar way to the SSFR of the previous section, the mean times to consume the gas at the current star formation rate are consistent between cluster and field with the exception of the early type galaxies (E/S0), Table 4.

4.1.5. The stars-to-dust mass ratio

In Fig. 6 we plot the stellar mass against the dust mass. Although it is not generally very informative to plot extensive properties like this (things big in one component tend to be big in another), here we think this plot is informative as it illustrates common properties over a large range of intrinsic masses. From Fig. 6 we see that typically earlier type galaxies have higher values of \( M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \), but that there is a lot of scatter, particularly for the earliest types (E/S0). The later types (Sc/Sd and Sm/Irr) lie on an approximately linear relation, which is almost identical for galaxies in the cluster and in the field (see also Cortese 2012). If we fix the slope of the fitted line at unity then both cluster and field star forming galaxies lie on a line with an almost constant star-to-dust mass ratio of \( 10^3 \) (actual values are \( 10^{3.07} \) for Virgo and \( 10^{3.08} \) for the field). For these later type galaxies (Sc/Sd and Sm/Irr) the internal physical process of SF and subsequent chemical evolution have led to an almost constant star-to-dust ratio over a range in stellar mass of \( 10^4 \) and this appears to be independent of the environment.

To further quantify this in Table 5 we tabulate the mean values of \( M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \) for galaxies of different types in the cluster and field environments. For both cluster and field samples values of \( M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \) decrease towards later morphological types, but there is no discernible difference between \( M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \) for the cluster and field samples.

We can interpret the data shown in Fig. 6 by combining the chemical evolution model and star formation history discussed in the previous sections. Combining these two models leads to the prediction that the stars-to-dust mass ratio is given by:

\[
\frac{M_{\text{Stars}}}{M_{\text{Dust}}} = \frac{1}{x} \left( 1 + \frac{t}{\tau} \right) \exp(-t/\tau)
\]

where \( x = (1 + (t/\tau)) \exp(-t/\tau) \). The expression \( \frac{1}{x} \) tends to unity for small \( t \) and so predicts a minimum value of \( \frac{M_{\text{Stars}}}{M_{\text{Dust}}} = \frac{1}{\eta \rho} = 500 \) or log (1/\( \eta \rho \)) = 2.7 using the value of \( \eta \rho \approx 2.0 \times 10^{-3} \) derived above. This minimum value is illustrated by the red line in Fig. 6 and within the errors on each data point is consistent with the observational data. Our value is consistent with previous estimates of this number i.e. our value of \( \log \left( \frac{M_{\text{Stars}}}{M_{\text{Dust}}} \right) \approx 2.5 \) (Dunne et al. 2011; Edmunds & Eales 1998).

The function \( \frac{1}{\eta \rho} \) varies quite slowly with increasing values of \( t/\tau \) (black dotted line Fig. 8). For \( \log \left( \frac{M_{\text{Stars}}}{M_{\text{Dust}}} \right) \approx 3.0 \) (as
Fig. 6. Relationship between stellar and dust mass ($M_\odot$) as both a function of morphological type and environment – Virgo (top) and Field (bottom). The dotted line is a fit to the Virgo and the dashed line a fit to the field data for morphological types Sc/Sd and Sm/Irr (the two lines sit on top of each other and so are difficult to distinguish). The red line corresponds to our calculated minimum value of $\log (M_{\text{Star}}/M_{\text{Dust}}) = 2.7$.

Table 5. Mean values of $M_{\text{Star}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ for field and cluster galaxies of different morphological types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$\log (\langle M_{\text{Star}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \rangle)_{\text{Field}}$</th>
<th>$\log (\langle M_{\text{Star}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \rangle)_{\text{Virgo}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/S0</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa/Sb</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc/Sd</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm/Irr</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary the data relating stellar and dust mass for late type galaxies (Sc to Irr) are consistent with and explainable by the simple chemical evolution model combined with the star formation history. There are no measurable differences between galaxies residing inside or outside of the Virgo cluster. The situation is not so straightforward for the early types (particularly E/S0). Mean values of $M_{\text{Star}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ are consistent between cluster and field, but there is considerable scatter in the data, which is difficult to model within the current framework.

4.1.6. The gas-to-dust mass ratio

In Fig. 7 we show the relationship between $M_{\text{Dust}}$ and $M_{\text{Gas}}$ for cluster (top) and field (bottom) galaxies. Again for the later types (Sc/Sd, Sm/Irr) there is a well-defined relation between $M_{\text{Dust}}$ and $M_{\text{Gas}}$ that can be simply interpreted as an approximately constant gas-to-dust ratio. A fit to the data gives a value of $\log (M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}) = 2.7 \pm 0.1$ and $2.8 \pm 0.1$ for Virgo and field late type galaxies respectively (dotted and dashed lines on Fig. 7).

There is an indication in the data (Fig. 7) that the gas-to-dust ratios in both cluster and field increase from this constant value observed $t/\tau \approx 2.0$ – the SFR peaks approximately half way through the star forming life of a galaxy. This provides an explanation of why so many of the galaxies shown in Fig. 6 have values of $\log (M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}})$ close to 3.0, see also Table 5.

Values of $\log (M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}) > 4.0$ for early types (Table 5) are consistent with a peak SFR much closer to the time of formation i.e. values of $t/\tau \approx 7$ and above (Fig. 8). However, there is also a difficult to interpret, within the bounds of our simple model, wide range in observed dust mass for a given stellar mass.
for $\log M_{\text{Dust}} < 6$. These same galaxies have the lowest stellar masses in the sample (Fig. 6) and the highest SSFR (Fig. 7) – they are low mass, gas rich, star forming galaxies that probably have not yet enriched their ISM with metals to the same extent as more massive galaxies. These galaxies are present in both the field and the cluster. As for the stellar mass (Fig. 5) early type galaxies can have a wide range of dust mass for a given gas mass. Generally Fig. 7 and Table 6 indicate that there is no apparent difference between cluster and field galaxies with regard to their gas-to-dust ratios.

We can again interpret the data shown in Fig. 7 using the chemical evolution model and star formation history discussed in the previous sections. In this case the gas-to-dust mass ratio is given by:

$$M_{\text{Dust}} = \frac{1}{\eta p} n_d t.$$ 

The expression $\frac{1}{\eta p n_d}$ tends to zero for large $t/\tau$ but is quite flat over the interval $1.0 < t/\tau < 8.0$ (black dashed line Fig. 8), which again using a value of $\eta p = 2.0 \times 10^{-3}$ embraces the range of values for $M_{\text{Dust}}$ given in Table 6 and that derived from the linear relation shown in Fig. 7.

The mean gas-to-dust mass ratio of the field and cluster samples is the same (both have log($M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$) = 2.95 ± 0.04). If cluster galaxies are affected by gas stripping processes, for example ram pressure stripping, then the dust seems to have been stripped as well, as might be expected because of their close collisional coupling.

Given the above discussions of the $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ and $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ ratios we now consider whether these two ratios lead to consistent values of the star formation history parameter $t/\tau$. In Fig. 8 we show the model predictions for these values (black lines). As the values of $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ and $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ do not vary significantly between cluster and field (Tables 5 and 6) we consider here the combined cluster and field samples.

The coloured lines on Fig. 8 show the observed mean values of $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ and $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ (dotted and dashed respectively) for the different morphological types. For consistency with the model we should expect that a dotted horizontal line should cross the model dotted line at the same value of $t/\tau$ as the dashed horizontal line crosses the dashed model line i.e. both $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ and $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ provide a consistent value for $t/\tau$.

For example the blue dashed and dotted lines (Sm/Irr) lie almost on top of each other ($M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \approx M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$) and they cross the model (black) dashed and dotted lines at about the same value of $t/\tau$ – interesting this is just where the model predicts that $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}} = M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$. In this case the observations are perfectly consistent with the model. The same is approximately true for Sc/Sd galaxies. The green dashed line crosses the black dashed line at just about the same value of $t/\tau$ as the green dotted line crosses the black dotted line – consistent with the closed box model and the SF history model we have used.

For these late type galaxies the consistent value is $t/\tau \approx 2$. Using Eq. (1) and a value of log SFR/$M_{\text{Stars}} \approx -10.0$ (Table 2) leads to values of $\tau = 4.6 \times 10^9$ and $t = 9.2 \times 10^7$ years. With these values SF would start at a redshift of $z \approx 1.4$ and peak at a redshift of $z \approx 0.43$, given the cosmological model (Ade et al. 2016). For these late type galaxies SFRs, stellar and gas masses are consistent with the simple model of how the SFR varies with time and closed box chemical evolution. Importantly for this paper the model and timescales are the same irrespective of whether the galaxies reside in the cluster or the field – within the bounds of this simple model there is no environmental effect on these late type galaxies.

However, looking a little more closely and considering the $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Gas}}$ ratio something different between the two environments does become apparent. The global stars-to-gas mass ratio does show a marked difference between the cluster and field – log($M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Gas}}$) Virgin = 0.77 ± 0.05, log($M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Gas}}$) Field = 0.41 ± 0.03 and as Table 7 shows this is not just due to differences in the morphological mix. The reason for this is that values of $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ are slightly higher in the cluster compared to the field (Table 5) and values of $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ are significantly below the cluster compared to the field (Table 5 and 6), though neither on its own is significant within the errors. When combined this leads to a measurable difference in the values of $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Gas}}$ between cluster and field.

This is the well known gas depletion of Virgo galaxies compared to the field (Giovanelli & Haynes 1985). It is interesting that in all other respects measured here there is no difference between the properties of the Virgo and field late type galaxies. This is something that Kennicutt (1983) has previously commented on and perhaps, as we said earlier, the Virgo galaxies are just a little “more evolved” rather than being stripped of their gas.

The correspondence between dashed and dotted lines (Fig. 8) becomes progressively worse for the earlier types. Using $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ (dotted line) the Sa/Sb types predict $t/\tau \approx 5$, while $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ (dashed line) predicts $t/\tau \approx 2$. The situation for the

### Table 6. Mean values of $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ for field and cluster galaxies of different morphological types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$\log (M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}})_{\text{Field}}$</th>
<th>$\log (M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}})_{\text{Virgo}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/S0</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa/Sb</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc/Sd</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm/Irr</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7. Mean values of $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Gas}}$ for field and cluster galaxies of different morphological types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$\log (M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Gas}})_{\text{Field}}$</th>
<th>$\log (M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Gas}})_{\text{Virgo}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/S0</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa/Sb</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc/Sd</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm/Irr</td>
<td>−0.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
early types is even worse at values $t/\tau \approx 8$ and 1 respectively. These early types clearly do not fit the model very well and so cannot be explained by the simple chemical evolution and SF history model. An obvious suggestion is that there is no longer closed box evolution and so we might infer that earlier types are increasingly (with T type) affected by either gas in-fall or mergers, a possible clue as to the origin of morphology.

The interesting conclusion is that whether galaxies fit the simple model or not, is not dependent on the environment, but depends on morphology irrespective of environment.

4.1.7. Star formation and dust temperature

There has been an ongoing debate about the importance of dust heating via the general interstellar radiation field compared to that produced by dust grains in close proximately to hot young stars (Viaene et al. 2016 and references therein). Whatever the final conclusion, there is clearly a close relationship between far infrared emission and star formation – with various measures of the far infrared luminosity being used as SFR measures (Davies et al. 2016a and references therein).

In Fig. 9 we show the relationship between the measured dust temperature and the dust specific SFR. We can use this plot to investigate the fraction of heating contributed by the general interstellar radiation field and that due to star formation, there are two limiting cases. Firstly, if the dust is heated by the general interstellar radiation field then we should find no relationship between the dust temperature and the dust specific SFR. Secondly, if the dust is heated entirely by young stars in star forming regions then the SFR per unit mass of dust is proportional to the total far infrared luminosity and $L_{\text{FIR}} \propto T_{\text{dust}}^{\beta}$, where $\beta$ is the dust emissivity (Clemens et al. 2013). Thus we would expect the gradient of a line fitted to the data shown in Fig. 9 to be zero for the first case and 5.79 (THEMIS model, dot-dashed line Fig. 9) for the second. $\beta$ for the THEMIS model has been obtained by fitting a modified blackbody curve to the predicted SED (Nersesian et al. 2019).

For the more actively star forming galaxies (Sc/Sd and Sm/Irr) we measure gradients of $5.8 \pm 0.7$ and $5.5 \pm 0.2$ for Virgo and field respectively (Fig. 9). The gradients are steep and consistent with the major source of dust heating being young stars. The situation is quite different for the early type galaxies (E/S0) where the relationship between dust specific SFR and temperature has more scatter and is far less steep – it is therefore more likely to be due to heating from sources other than SF (red line Fig. 9). Thus the issue of the source of dust heating is morphologically type dependent and we can conclude that the small amount of dust in early type galaxies is not being heated by the small levels of SF, but by something else. X-ray and electron heating could play an important role (Goudfrooij & de Jong 1995). However, given the reasonably good SED matches CIGALE obtained for these galaxies, which does not include X-ray and electron heating, predominately heating by the massive population of old stars appears to be most likely (De Vis et al. 2017). Heating by the old stellar population appears to be increasingly important as one goes from later to earlier types, consistent with the decline if star formation and the increase in the mass of older stars.

We find that on average the dust is hotter in the early (E/S0) type galaxies (Table 8), something previously found by Smith et al. (2012). At first sight this is counter intuitive because these are just the galaxies that do not appear to have dust heated by hot young stars. However, the dust temperatures we use here are derived from the mean intensity of the starlight as derived as part of the CIGALE SED fitting process and so are consistent across the SED with heating by stars only. A full discussion and comparison of dust temperatures derived in different ways will be given in Nersesian et al. (2019).

Differences in dust temperature between galaxies appear to be morphologically type dependent and not environmentally dependent (Table 8).

4.2. A comparison between galaxies in different environments

In this section we will describe and compare the properties of the galaxies discussed in the previous sections, but now in relation to their local environment. We will define the environment of a particular galaxy by measuring the density of SDSS galaxies around it. Muldrew et al. (2012) detail different methods to estimate the local density. These methods fall into two groups, though the parameters previously used within these two groups can vary quite widely.

Fig. 9. Relationship between SFR per unit dust mass (yr$^{-1}$) and the dust temperature (K) as both a function of morphological type and environment – Virgo (top) and Field (bottom). The dot-dashed line illustrates the slope (not intercept) of the expected relationship if dust heating is primarily driven by star formation. The blue line is a linear fit to the late types (Sc/Sd and Sm/Irr) and the red line to the early types (E/S0).

These are not the same as the more often used dust temperatures obtained from fitting a modified blackbody to the far infrared SED.
The first method is to count nearest neighbours and define a density using \( \sigma_n = \frac{n}{\pi r_n^2} \), where \( n \) is the number of neighbours and \( r_n \) the radius to the \( n \)th nearest neighbour. This is often used to derive a surface density, but can be used to obtain a volume density if good distance information is available. Various values of \( n \) have been used in the past (see Muldrew et al. 2012, for a review). A variation is to add a velocity criteria on the selection of nearest neighbours such that the velocity difference (\( \Delta v \)) between a galaxy and its neighbour is less than some value.

The second method involves using a fixed physical sized aperture and count galaxies that reside within and then define a density contrast as \( \delta = \frac{N_{g} - N_{r}}{N_{g}} \), where \( N_{r} \) is a normalising number density, such as, for example, the number expected for a random distribution. Again this can be carried out using volume or surface density and possibly the use of an additional velocity difference criteria.

Muldrew et al. (2012) look at and compare twenty different methods of defining the environment and conclude that the nearest neighbour method is best used if the intention is to investigate the local environment internal to an individual halo, but that the fixed aperture method is best suited to investigations of the “larger-scale environment”. As our intention here is to investigate the effect of the larger scale structure, but still local to each galaxy (see below) and not the specific structure of individual halos we will use the second method and use a fixed aperture and define a density contrast.

We will employ a similar method to Gallazzi et al. (2009) in which they count the number of galaxies within a fixed circular aperture of radius \( 1h^{-1}\) Mpc (for \( H_0 = 67.8 \), Ade et al. 2016), but only count galaxies that also have \( \Delta v < \pm 500\) km s\(^{-1}\) to try and eliminate line-of-sight interlopers. This distance scale is consistent with the conclusion of Park et al. (2008) that companions within Mpc scales have the most important effect on morphology, star formation and luminosity (see also Scudder et al. 2012; Davies et al. 2015, 2016b and an application to numerical simulations in Wang et al. 2018). However, we consider that the value of \( \Delta v \) Gallazzi et al. (2009) use is too large. For example at the median velocity of the DustPedia sample (1386 km s\(^{-1}\)) \( \pm 500\) km s\(^{-1}\) corresponds to \(~15\) Mpc if due to the Hubble expansion, and the detection volume in this case, is a long thin cylinder.

To make a more reasonable estimate of what \( \Delta v \) should be, we have considered the Local Group of galaxies. The median \( g \) band apparent magnitude of the SDSS data is 16.6, which at the median distance of 20.0 Mpc gives an absolute magnitude of \(-14.9\). Using the data in McConnachie (2012) (and assuming \((g - V) = 1.0\)) we can estimate the number of Local Group galaxies that would be detected in our SDSS data if centred on the Milky Way. There are just six galaxies sufficiently bright and within a 1.5 Mpc aperture radius (M31, M33, LMC, SMC, M32 and NGC 205). The standard deviation of the line-of-sight velocities of these six galaxies is 238 km s\(^{-1}\) and so this is the value we will use as our velocity selection i.e. \( \Delta v \leq 238\) km s\(^{-1}\). This velocity is typical of the relative velocities found for galaxies in groups and roughly corresponds to the typical rotational velocity of a galaxy like the Milky Way. Galaxies have the most influence on each other when their approach velocity is of order their rotation velocity and so the most influential galaxies will have \( \Delta v \) of order this value. This value of \( \Delta v \) also now gives a more comparable value for the line-of-sight detection length (if in the Hubble expansion at the median distance) of \(~7\) Mpc.

As a measure of the environment we use the density contrast as defined above with the arbitrary constant \((N_r)\) set to a value of 6.83 (the number of Mpc\(^{-2}\) in the detection aperture). Normalised in this way a value of \( \delta = 0.0\) corresponds to a surface density of one galaxy per Mpc\(^{-2}\). When \( \delta = -0.85 \) there is just one galaxy in the detection volume i.e. a galaxy that should not have been affected by its environment because it has no neighbours. With a fixed physical length aperture the angular size varies with galaxy distance from us. On Fig. 1 we show the angular size of a 1.5 Mpc radius aperture at the median distance of the DustPedia sample used here (20.0 Mpc).

The SDSS data we use covers an area of about \(10^{6}\) larger on a side than that used by us to select the DustPedia sample (Fig. 1) and our velocity selection for SDSS galaxies extends to 3500, rather than 3000 km s\(^{-1}\). We have done this so that we avoid edge effects. For nearby galaxies this border becomes an issue (too small) when the radial size of an individual aperture is of order \(10^"\). However, there are just 25 galaxies that have apertures with radial sizes larger than \(10^"\) and only 10 of these extend outside the SDSS area to varying degrees and we have left them in the sample.

In Fig. 10 we show the density contrast parameter plotted against the morphological type (T) of each galaxy. There is quite a lot of scatter, but if we bin the data into the morphological types as defined in Table 1 we find a morphology density relation with the early type galaxies on average residing in the regions of highest density (Fig. 10, red line). The Virgo cluster is obviously a very dominant feature in our data set and whether our density contrast parameter \((\delta)\) measures an equivalent thing in the cluster as it does outside is not clear (there must be considerable confusion along the line of sight and in velocity). However, with...
this caveat in mind we have also distinguished galaxies by their cluster membership (within the virial radius). The Virgo cluster data most clearly shows a density morphology relation (Fig. 10), which is not apparent for galaxies in the field. At face value morphology is a consequence of being in more or less dense regions of the cluster, while density in the field has little effect on what you are. The cluster density morphology relation is of course well known and was alluded to earlier (Oemler 1974; Dressler 1980).

There is considerable scatter in the data shown in Fig. 10, with some galaxies having quite high values of \( \delta \). For example \( \delta = 15 \) corresponds to a surface density of fourteen galaxies per Mpc\(^2\). There are a number of galaxies in the sample that are nearby (of order 1 Mpc), leading to large angular size detection apertures. Many also have large “peculiar” velocities that would place them at greater distances if due to the Hubble flow, for example in the Virgo cluster. This can lead to a large number of plausible neighbours over a large area of sky. However, mean values of \( \delta \) are consistent (Fig. 10). For example the approximately constant mean value of \( \delta = 3 \) for the field corresponds to four galaxies per Mpc\(^2\) roughly as expected for the Local Group (as described above). Early types in Virgo reside in regions where the surface density is some three times higher than this. The measured surface density of Virgo and field late types is the same.

There is clearly a difference in the distribution of the density contrast parameter of field and cluster galaxies – the cluster shows a clear change in the morphological mix with density, the field does not (Fig. 10). 52% of the field sample have a density contrast of \( \leq 3 \), while this is 36% for the Virgo sample. A density contrast of 3 corresponds to \( \approx 4 \) galaxies per Mpc\(^2\) and to the mean value found for all morphological types in the field (Fig. 10). In what follows we will use this surface density as an indicator of where we might expect galaxies to have had their properties changed due to the influence of their local environment. We will compare the properties of galaxies in the field and in Virgo, which have different morphologies and that reside in regions where the density contrast is less than or greater than \( \delta = 3 \).

4.2.1. Chemical evolution

We will use the gas fraction (\( f = M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Baryon}} \)) as a measure of how chemically evolved a galaxy is i.e. how far it is along the path from total gas to total stars. In Fig. 11 we show how the gas fraction (\( M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Baryon}} \)) relates to the local galaxy density. Figure 11 clearly demonstrates that the gas fractions of field galaxies, irrespective of morphological type, are higher than in the cluster – each coloured line in Fig. 11 (Virgo) is displaced to higher values in Fig. 11 (Field). So, gas fractions are higher in the field than in the cluster irrespective of differences in the morphological mix, though the effect is small for earlier type galaxies. Cluster galaxies are either more “evolved” or they have lost gas in some other way. Given our previous comments on the reasonably good fit to a closed box chemical evolution model we again suggest that they are more “evolved”. This seems to be as a result of being in the cluster and is not a density effect, as Fig. 11 clearly shows that there is no measurable change in gas fraction with density contrast. This is also intriguing because it is the later types that occupy the periphery of the cluster (Fig. 1) where one might expect the smallest environmental impact. Clearly belonging to a cluster has a much stronger effect on a galaxy’s current gas fraction (chemical evolution) than being in other dense environments.

4.2.2. The specific star formation rate

In Fig. 12 we show the SSFR (\( SFR/M_{\text{Stars}} \)) plotted against the density contrast. Again there is no evidence that the SSFR is changing with galaxy density for any of the morphological types whether within or outside of Virgo. Within the bounds of our SF history model a constant value of SSFR arises from common values of \( \tau \) and \( \sigma \) and so the lines drawn on Fig. 12 indicate common SF histories irrespective of local galaxy density. The black line on Fig. 12 (top) does show a decline in SSFR with density, but this is clearly produced by the change in the morphological mix, there being relatively more early type galaxies in high densities in Virgo. This is a further illustration of why a proper understanding of the morphological mix of a galaxy sample is so important before making comparisons with other samples.

4.2.3. The star formation efficiency

With regard to the SFE (\( SFR/M_{\text{Gas}} \)) we again find no change with density contrast (Fig. 13). Again within the bounds of our simple model this implies that galaxies of the same morphology in different environments can only have small differences in their
Fig. 12. Relationship between the SSFR ($SFR/M_{\text{star}}$) and the density contrast parameter ($\delta$) – Virgo (top) and Field (bottom). The data are separated by colour into different morphological types. The coloured lines join the median values of $SSFR$ for density contrasts less than and greater than 3.0 ($\approx 4$ galaxies per Mpc$^2$, dot-dash line). The solid black line is for the whole sample ignoring morphological type.

Fig. 13. Relationship between the star formation efficiency ($SFR/M_{\text{gas}}$) and the density contrast parameter ($\delta$) – Virgo (top) and Field (bottom). The data are separated by colour into different morphological types. The coloured lines join the median values of $SSFR$ for density contrasts less than and greater than 3.0 ($\approx 4$ galaxies per Mpc$^2$, dot-dash line). The solid black line is for the whole sample ignoring morphological type.

star formation histories. As before morphology is much more important with regard to SFE than any environmental affects. It is intriguing that although field galaxies have larger gas fractions (Fig. 11) they do not seem to have any differences in their SFEs when compared to cluster galaxies. However, looking at Fig. 5 we see that the predicted relationship (blue dot and dashed lines) between gas fraction and SFE is actually quite flat. Over a good fraction of a galaxy’s life ($0.1 < f < 1.0$, for example) its SFE is predicted to change by only a factor of 10. Thus small differences in the gas fraction of Virgo galaxies are reflected in consequentially small changes in the SFE. For example from Fig. 11 we see that the gas fraction of late type (Sm/Irr) galaxies changes from about 0.4 to 0.6 between Virgo and the field. From the star formation history model (Sect. 4.1.4) this leads to a predicted change in the value of log SFE of $< 0.2$, small compared to the error bars and scatter in the data shown in Fig. 13.

4.2.4. The stars-to-dust mass ratio

In Fig. 14 we plot the $M_{\text{star}}/M_{\text{dust}}$ ratio of each galaxy against its density contrast. Again there is little change in $M_{\text{star}}/M_{\text{dust}}$ with density contrast and morphology is much more important than the local environment. The one possible exception is the higher value of $M_{\text{star}}/M_{\text{dust}}$ for field, and possibly Virgo, early type (E/S0) galaxies at higher density contrasts.

Considering our previously derived relationship in Sect. 4.1.5 between $M_{\text{star}}/M_{\text{dust}}$ and $p$, $\eta$, $t$ and $T$. The simplest interpretation of Fig. 14 is that the stellar yield ($p$), fraction of metals in the dust ($\eta$), time of formation ($t$) and the time after formation that the SFR peaked ($T$) are pretty much the same for galaxies of the same morphology in different environments.

4.2.5. The gas-to-dust mass ratio

In Fig. 15 we consider the ratio $M_{\text{gas}}/M_{\text{dust}}$ in relation to galaxy density. With the exception of the early type (E/S0) galaxies we find no change in $M_{\text{gas}}/M_{\text{dust}}$ with density contrast. There is a higher value of $M_{\text{gas}}/M_{\text{dust}}$ for field, and possibly Virgo, early type (E/S0) galaxies at higher density contrasts. We have no explanation of why this is so, but we note that the early type galaxies have been almost impossible to model in every plot we have made! Particularly in Fig. 8 we showed that within...
Fig. 14. Relationship between the ratio $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ and the density contrast parameter ($\delta$) – Virgo (top) and Field (bottom). The data are separated by colour into different morphological types. The coloured lines join the median values of $M_{\text{Gal}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ for density contrasts less than and greater than 3.0 ($\approx$ 4 galaxies per Mpc$^2$, dot-dash line). The solid black line is for the whole sample ignoring morphological type.

the bounds of our simple model, values of $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ and $M_{\text{Gal}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ are inconsistent with each other for early type galaxies. We shall return to this in Sect. 4.2.7 below.

4.2.6. The dust temperature

For completeness we show in Fig. 16 the relationship between dust temperature and density contrast. It is plausible that galaxies could have, for example, warmer dust temperatures as a result of interactions and mergers in denser environments or even additional heating via an X-ray gas that they may reside within. However, Fig. 16 shows again that there is no real evidence for a change of dust temperature with galaxy density. The possible exception is again early type galaxies (E/S0) in the cluster where there is a noticeable increase in temperature for galaxies in denser environments (possibly heating by X-ray emitting hot gas) though the error on the median values is large.

4.2.7. Comments on early type galaxies

In almost all of the above the late type galaxies have corresponded very well with the expectations of the combined simple SF history and chemical evolution model we have used – the later the type the better it all seems to work. In contrast the early type galaxies (E/S0) have almost always failed to comply. The issues are:

1. They do not lie on the “main sequence” and probably do not lie on any sequence at all (Fig. 4).
2. Unlike the late types they do not lie on a line that provides consistent values for the SF history parameters $\tau$ and $\tau$ (Fig. 5) – they are predicted to be too old.
3. Unlike the linear relation for late type galaxies there is large scatter in values of dust mass at a given stellar and gas mass for early types (Figs. 6 and 7).
4. Within the bounds of the model, values of $\tau$ and $\tau$ derived from $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ and $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ are inconsistent.
5. Dust in late type galaxies is clearly heated by SF. In early type galaxies it is something else (Fig. 9).
6. There is no evidence for any differences in the properties of late type galaxies changing with environment as measured by the density contrast, though there are differences in gas fraction between cluster and field (Figs. 11–16). However, there are “hints” that for early type galaxies $M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$, $M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ and dust temperature are all higher in more dense environments.
Using the above data we have considered:

1. Chemical evolution within the bounds of a simple closed box model and deviations from it that indicate more complicated evolution.
2. The SSFR and how it relates to different SF histories.
3. The SFE and how it relates to galaxies with different gas fractions.
4. The stars to dust and gas to dust mass ratios and whether they predict a consistent picture (using the simple model) of how a galaxy evolves.
5. The relationship between SFR, dust mass and dust temperature and what this tells us about the dominant dust heating sources.

Our inferences from the data are:

- The average spectral energy distributions of galaxies of different morphologies in the cluster and field are, with two possible exceptions, the same. Firstly, at low statistical significance early type (E/S0) cluster galaxies may have more far infrared emission for the same stellar emission. Secondly, late type galaxies in the field have more UV/blue emission than cluster galaxies. The latter is more convincing as it is apparent and progressively stronger as you move from earlier (Sa/Sb) to later (Sm/Irr) types.
- Both cluster and field samples give a reasonable fit a simple closed box chemical evolution model. The normalisation of the model fit to the data implies an effective yield that is the same for both cluster and field samples even though we do measure higher gas fractions for the field sample. With the same effective yield there is no evidence of gas stripping or infall having a more important effect on cluster compared to field galaxies. From the chemical evolution model alone we would infer that the cluster sample is just more evolved in the sense of its progression from a gas fraction of one to zero.
- Our measured SSFRs as a function of stellar mass in both the cluster and field samples are consistent with each other and with previous work. There is no evidence that the “main sequence”, “green valley” or sequence of “non-star forming” galaxies are different between the cluster and field. Within the bounds of our simple model this implies a common star formation history. Morphologically galaxies are well separated into types; later than Sc that lie on the main sequence, Sa/Sb that tend to lie in the green valley and E/S0 galaxies that lie on the “sequence” of non-star forming galaxies, which is somewhat less well defined. As with the inference from the chemical evolution model there is a plausible evolutionary link, in this case in relation to SF history, that explains the derived values of SSFR. The simple model does not provide an explanation of any stellar mass dependence on SSFR or how and why morphological transformation seems to change in sync with chemical evolution and SSFR.
- Assuming the simple closed box model we infer that the SFE of a galaxy peaks when about 75% of the gas has been consumed independent of its environment. We measure consistent SFEs for cluster and field galaxies, which within the bounds of our simple model, again implies a common star formation history.
- Our data is consistent with an almost constant value of $M_{\text{SFE}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \approx 10^3$ for types later than Sc irrespective of whether they are in the cluster or field. Within the bounds of our simple model this value of $M_{\text{SFE}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ implies that the star formation peak of these galaxies occurs consistently about half way through their lives at $t/\tau \approx 2$. The wide ranging values of $M_{\text{SFE}}/M_{\text{Dust}}$ for the early types (particularly E/S0) is difficult to explain within the bounds of the simple model and may require external sources of dust, for example through mergers. Our simple model predicts a minimum value of $\log M_{\text{SFE}}/M_{\text{Dust}} = 2.5$.

5. Summary

We have used a sub-set of the DustPedia galaxy sample along with data from the SDSS spectroscopic survey to investigate how galaxies may be affected by their local environment. For each DustPedia galaxy we have distinguished it via its membership or otherwise of the Virgo cluster (cluster or field) and have calculated a density contrast parameter using the proximity of SDSS galaxies. We also have galaxy morphologies and so are able to look for changes in dust properties dependent on density contrast, cluster membership and morphology. For each galaxy we have used the CIGALE SED fitting package with the THEMIS dust model to derive SFRs, stellar and dust masses and dust temperatures. Atomic gas masses have been obtained separately from the literature.

![Fig. 16. Relationship between dust temperature (K) and the density contrast parameter ($\delta$) – Virgo (top) and Field (bottom). The data is separated into different morphological types with the dashed lines being a linear fit to each type. The black dot-dashed line indicates a galaxy surface density of 4 galaxies per Mpc$^2$.](image-url)
– For late type galaxies (Sc/Sd, Sm/Irr) we find no difference in the value of \( M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \approx 10^{-2} \) between cluster and field. Early types (E/S0) have larger values of \( M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \) and consistent values between cluster and field, but again there is considerable scatter in the data with there being a large range of dust mass at a given gas mass. This is again difficult to reconcile within the bounds of our simple model.

– Mean values of \( M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \) and \( M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \) for different morphologies can be used to check for consistent values of the star formation history parameters and \( \tau \). Late type galaxies fit into a consistent picture of closed box chemical evolution and a star formation rate that rises to a peak and then declines as specified by our model. Mean values of \( M_{\text{Stars}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \) and \( M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \) for early type galaxies produce inconsistent star formation histories and so will require additions to our model interpretations, though we stress that we find no evidence that their evolution has been altered by their presence or other wise in the cluster environment.

– For morphological types later than Sc dust heating is consistent with it being due to recently formed stars. For early types heating is primarily not associated with SF – possibilities are a X-ray gas, energetic electrons or the general stellar radiation field. Thus the most important dust heating modes are morphology dependent. This conclusion seems to be independent of the environment, whether cluster or field.

– Differences in dust temperature between galaxies appear to be morphologically type dependent and not environmentally dependent.

– In addition to the above comparisons between cluster and field galaxies we have also compared galaxy properties with the local number density of galaxies. We have used SDSS data to define a density contrast parameter for each DustPedia galaxy in our sample. We then compared the properties (log \( M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Baryon}} \), log SFR/M_{\text{Stars}}, log SFR/M_{\text{Gas}}, log \( M_{\text{Star}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \)), log \( M_{\text{Gas}}/M_{\text{Dust}} \) and \( T_{\text{Dust}} \)) of these galaxies for those galaxies that reside within surface densities of less than and greater than 4 galaxies per Mpc\(^2\). Essentially we find no measurable differences in the above properties of galaxies of the same morphology in different density environments. It is morphology that defines the properties of these galaxies and not their environment. This is most clearly illustrated in the field where we find no morphology density relation and so the local environment has not affected the morphological mix of galaxies. Thus their properties arise purely as a result of their environmentally independently derived morphology.

– Much of the above supports a previous conclusion to the same effect by Park et al. (2007) who considered the optical properties of galaxies. They rather succinctly said that “When morphology and luminosity are fixed, other physical properties, such as colour, colour gradient, concentration, size, velocity dispersion, and SFR, are nearly independent of local density, with or without break or feature”. We can extend this conclusion to both the dust and gas properties of galaxies. Clearly differences in the galaxy properties we have measured vary to a much greater extent as a function of morphology than as a function of local density (see also Bait et al. 2017)

Although we have not considered explicitly variations in galaxy properties as a function of stellar luminosity, we find no obvious differences in the measured properties of galaxies, with \( M_{\text{Stars}} \) less than or greater than a value that corresponds to \( M^* \approx 10^{10} M_\odot \), as suggested by Robotham et al. (2014). Thus, there is no indication in our data that galaxies fainter than \( M^* \) predominantly grow their stellar mass via in-situ star formation, while those that are brighter primarily grow through mergers. However, at higher stellar masses the morphological mix is increasingly dominated by early type galaxies, which we have shown to have much more complicated SF histories.

We conclude that galaxies clearly have properties that are morphological type dependent, but there is very little evidence that the local environment has had a significant influence on galaxies of the same morphological type. It appears that it is primarily morphology, how and whenever this is laid down, and consistent internal physical processes that determine these properties of galaxies in the DustPedia sample. The key seems to be not how galaxies have reacted and changed due to their environment, but how they achieved their morphology in the first place.
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